
Offered during the first three weeks of October.
Match hosts will use the Zoom platform.
Sessions will be limited to 90 minutes to two hours and 

Attendance limits will be set by Match hosts.

Three regional locations using the Hub concept - Australasia/Pacific
Islands (Christchurch, New Zealand); North America (Washington
DC); and Europe (Dublin, Ireland).
Each Hub will hold a two-day in-person meeting on 

This approach continues the practice of the Leadership Exchange
hosting the Matches before the Network Meeting.

Dear IIMHL and IIDL members,

Have you registered to attend our October Leadership Exchange yet?

Your safety and wellbeing, and that of our staff, is our highest priority
and the reason why we decided to reschedule the Leadership Exchange
to later in the year. COVID-19 continues to be a significant
consideration and the reason why we are also facilitating many
sessions online. 

With that in mind, here is a breakdown of this year's virtual and in-
person program, designed to provide you with the best opportunities
to network, collaborate and share best practice.

There are three elements to the 2022 Leadership Exchange: 

1. Virtual Matches 

      multiple sessions on the same topic may be held, 
      depending on the Match hosts' planning with Match visitors

      Benefits: share key topic learnings and innovations, access practical                      
      resources and a network for ongoing engagement and exchange.

2. In-Person Network Meeting

       October 26 and 27.

LEADERSHIP EXCHANGE
OCTOBER 2022

 
VALUING INCLUSION, RESILIENCE AND GROWTH

What is a Match?
A Match is a topic specific meeting

involving a small number of leaders

(hosts and visitors from member

countries) with shared interests, who

participate in a jointly developed or co-

developed agenda to support

knowledge exchange. See the Host and

Visitor Packs on the IIMHL and IIDL

websites. 

What is the Network Meeting?
The Network Meeting brings together

all Match participants (hosts and

visitors) for a program that includes

keynote presentations on emerging

innovations and provides opportunities

for further knowledge exchange

amongst a larger group. In 2022, the

Network Meeting has been devolved to

three Regional Hubs.



More details are available at the following links;

IIMHL - visit https://iimhl.com/2022-leadership-exchange-menu-iimhl 

IIDL - visit https://www.iimhl.com/2022-leadership-exchange-iidl

Details about the Hubs (location, venue, program etc.) will be available in May 2022.
Keynote sessions from each Hub will be loaded to a virtual platform/App for sharing and viewing by
members who register for an in-person Hub.
Hub participation will be limited, as we have done with the Network Meeting in previous years.
Should travel to Hubs not be possible as of May 2022, or due to a later unforeseen event, the
organizers of each Hub will have a contingency plan to switch to a fully virtual event over the same
two days, with a maximum of three - four hours per day, utilizing the main keynote speakers for
virtual sessions. Zoom will be used for breakout sessions as this can be easily managed to ensure
maximum interaction and networking.

      Benefits: an international perspective on key leadership and sector developments, connection to diverse
      leaders and opportunities for ongoing exchange and resources.

3. Virtual Viewing
If you are unable to attend your regional Hub, you will be able to register to view recordings of keynote
presentations - a link to the recordings will be sent as soon as they are ready.

JOIN
Registration for the Leadership Exchange is open to members of IIMHL and IIDL. There is no direct cost
to become a member. You are eligible to join if you are in a leadership role. Please click here to review
the IIMHL/IIDL Leadership Principles and commitment to collective and inclusive leadership. 

You will have the option of choosing your Virtual Match,
and/or in-person Hub attendance in your region of residence.
If you do not wish to attend your regional Hub, you may
register for a Virtual Match and Virtual Viewing of Keynote
sessions.

Let us know if you have any questions by contacting
erin@iimhl.com.

We are excited to welcome you to the 2022 
Leadership Exchange in its new format and 
wish you health and safety in the meantime. 

The IIMHL/IIDL Team

#IIMHL2022           #IIDL2022

REGISTRATION

https://iimhl.com/2022-leadership-exchange-menu-iimhl
https://www.iimhl.com/2022-leadership-exchange-iidl
https://www.iimhl.com/iimhl-publications/news-and-statements/189-iimhl-iidl-release-leadership-principles-and-framework-infographic/file
mailto:erin@iimhl.com

